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In the next-generation network, media
servers take on the jobs that intelligent
peripherals and interactive voice
response machines did for the PSTN.
However, advances in standard computer
technology mean that a traditional
telephony and DSP board approach is
not the only way to achieve the desired
capability. 

It has long been true that interactive voice
services are the way to make money in
telephony. Typically, these services were
built on Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
machines with local service applica-
tion hosting, various line interfaces, and
signalling stacks for connectivity to the
PSTN or to local enterprise switches, and
Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) to pro-
vide the voice processing. As IP telephony
and the Converged Network evolved, net-
work equipment providers have taken a
slightly different approach. The function-
ality needed to create an interactive voice
service has been split into discrete ele-
ments shown in Figure 1. In this modern
switching architecture, defined by the
International Softswitch Consortium
(ISC), the call control functions and the
application hosting have been separated
out into discrete logical elements.

The softswitch manages IP telephony calls
from all parts of the network, including
calls from native IP devices such as SIP
phones or PC-based clients and calls from
the PSTN that arrive via Media Gateways.
A new element called a media server does
for the IP telephony environment what the
IVR machines do for the PSTN environ-
ment – providing announcements, menu
selection, even recording and conferencing
features. Any call requiring additional
interaction is forwarded to the media
server, which processes the call according
to service logic that it gets from service
applications. The service applications run
on an application server and take input
from both the media server and the
softswitch to determine the dialogue flow.
The control language increasingly used
between the service applications and the
media server is VoiceXML, a text-based

markup language accessed and interpreted
in a similar way to Web pages.

Each of the elements can be physically
separated, joined only by an IP network
connection. This allows for better scala-
bility – each of the elements is allowed to
grow and develop independently.

We can take from this basic description
that a typical media server:

■ Is connected primarily to an IP
network

■ Acts as a stream termination device
■ Deals with voice as RTP streams over

UDP/IP
■ Maintains no inbuilt service logic or

call state

Right down to the markup language used
for scripts, it is apparent that the media

server has a lot in common with Web and
other IP-based servers and so we can look
to the technology developed for this huge
market for some effective solutions. 

One significant trend in building Web
server farms is the use of Internet appli-
ances. An Internet appliance is a rack-
mountable computer system, typically 1U
high and 19 inches wide, which connects
to the rest of the world via Ethernet. But
how does this help? After all, apart from
the IP interface, a next-generation media
server must be similar to the old IVR
machines – stuffed full of DSPs, right?
What use is an Internet appliance here?

Well, there is another trend that is chang-
ing the landscape. Driven by consumer
demand for better games and smoother
media processing, the processor vendors
have been adding more and more ad-
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vanced media processing instructions to
their processors. It’s sometimes called
Host Media Processing (HMP) or Native
Signal Processing (NSP). This makes a
processor based solution very competitive
at low to medium densities – for example,
as a benchmark, a 1 GHz Pentium III
computer is considered capable of pro-
cessing 100 simultaneous channels of a
typical interactive voice service. This use
of standard computers to implement
media services has led to a new term –
software media servers. Figure 2 shows
how we might build a software media
server out of rack-mounted appliances.

In common with many Web server farms,
an aggregation switch/router is used to
terminate the interface to the wider net-
work, and all the individual media pro-
cessing appliances attach to a local area
network behind this switch. The aggrega-
tion switch is duplicated for resilience, so
each appliance has a direct connection to
both switches. Each appliance has local
storage for operating system and private
workspace, with a reliable Network
Attached Storage (NAS) device or an
interface to a Storage Area Network
(SAN) for common data. The architecture
can be configured to mask the internal
network topology by the use of a load-
balancing or Virtual IP switch. In the case
of the rack-mounted appliances, the load-
balancing switch replaces the standard
aggregation switches. In some cases, an
additional network is used for the man-
agement and control path in order to
physically separate it from the wider, less
secure data network. 

The major advantages of this approach are
in the reuse of much of the infrastructure
developed for Web and networked server
markets – by far much bigger and more
established than the market for IP con-
nected media servers. As Web traffic
grows, there is a continual push to im-
prove throughput and performance. For
media servers, this results in continuous
improvements on cost per port. However,
as the numbers get bigger and reliability
demands for carrier class installations
bite, the disadvantages of an appliance-
based architecture begin to appear. That
Ethernet cabling complexity and reliabil-
ity is one. Then there is the need for fast
fault detection, and swift repair to meet
service availability targets. By contrast,
many of these disadvantages are what
CompactPCI in general and the PICMG
2.16 standard in particular was invented to
solve. Figure 3 shows how we could build
the same media server in a PICMG 2.16
environment. 

PICMG 2.16 creates a dual star Ethernet
network in the backplane of a Compact-
PCI system, so you replace the 1U Internet
appliances in the previous scenario with
single board computers (SBC) each with
point-to-point Ethernet connections to two
fabric switches across the backplane. The
two PICMG 2.16 fabric switches act as
redundant aggregation routers that provide
the connections to the wider external
IP network. If you don’t want in-shelf
storage, then you can use some of the
external Ethernet connections on the fabric
switches to connect to NAS devices. If you

need to hide the internal network topology,
this could be done either by configuring
the PICMG 2.16 fabric switches appropri-
ately or by adding additional network
processor cards such as Motorola’s Packet
Processing Resource Board (PPRB) run-
ning load-balancing software.

This architecture gives you the capability
for good fault detection and management.
For instance, in a carrier-class system such
as Motorola’s MXP platform, alarm man-
agement controller boards each have a sep-
arate channel to each processor blade that
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can be used to report failures and to put
blades in and out of service quickly.
Individual slots can be powered on and off
or reset from a remote management sta-
tion. If unrecoverable failures do occur, the
use of rear cabling to transition modules
means that you can quickly replace any
failed unit without affecting other cards or
the installation wiring, and bring the sys-
tem back to full availability in a very short
time. This applies to the aggregation
switches as well as the individual proces-
sor blades – the switches checkpoint them-
selves regularly and in case of any failure,
a signal is sent to all of the blades to route
all traffic through the working switch.

The PICMG 2.16 architecture is also eas-
ily extensible. With each slot in a chassis
acting independently, you can scale sys-
tems in-situ or even build hybrid systems
using a common set of components in a
common base platform. One use of this
would be to extend the architecture to sup-
port PSTN access in parallel with IP tele-
phony support – a feature that is often
requested by system integrators and net-
work equipment providers – since most
customers still originate calls on the
PSTN. In the rack-mount server architec-
ture, you would need a separate media
gateway box, whereas in the PICMG 2.16
architecture, you can simply add an IP-
based packet voice board.

In summary, both approaches to building
software media servers can be shown to
have equivalent capability, but with the
PICMG 2.16 approach arguably winning
out in terms of manageability and reliabil-
ity. However, one final benefit appears
when we consider compute density. A car-
rier grade platform like Motorola’s MXP
series can carry 18 blade servers as well as
the two fabric aggregation switches in a
12U vertical space. With the rack-mount
server approach, the same vertical space
can only support ten 1U servers and two 1U
switches. It’s no wonder that PICMG 2.16
has become so popular in such a short time. 
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